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 Ta-Dun! Here . ‘cones #21 I SLR have my, HE Bl oth typewriter, 
but. I have a. lot- lass: fear than before (of. stencils). and a new 

"resolution to .gorrect typos in important pldces.. Sorry about 
the messt ordering information last Eimear. Contents of the 

5,» newsletter are as follows: ¢ : 

.. Letters to. fhe" nesletter 
. More News 

r; ‘Booklists a 
‘Native American Women 
Black .Vomen 
Young omen 

. New Titles. : 
: From André and Carol . to .you.... 

“Deir. cazbi and Feminist Bookstore Newsletter omen; 
Pet. WE, Receiced .a copy of your first. newsletter. and want to 

t say; quickly. and. simply that we think it's a wonderful start 
to a wonderful idea. we ‘like the nice, informal easy style 

as a. way ofgiving . valuable information. to. feninst bookstores, 
-.. It!s much. nicer. to. be ‘sharing than competing, needless to say. 

‘We defininitely want to stay. on your. mailing’ list and 
... hope that. we. can contribute some way in the future. 

any" ‘thinaks 0 
Betsy &Francine 
the 31st’ Street ‘Books tore, 
Baltimore, ID, 

= Dear Sisters, 
Had to tell you we love oul Newsletter great! ..,.Name? 

“Why not Yomen in Print or ‘Fem. Bookstores Newsletter. Vie're 
moving! Fy Betty,’ ‘Alternative booksellers, reading 

tT gidters—i 
Received the FBN yesterday and was really pleased/over- 

~joyed--~"Cooperation rather than competition" ---you ARE 

+: making another dream come true, 
» .- Enclosed in an article. about WONANSPLACE I wrote for 

5 local feminist newspaper. (See. NEVS section-C)....it's the 

hs . of minist of otherwise) that! s 

ws
. 

i 
.



started on:$75.00. Also enclosed is a copy of our mail order 
booklist, aimed at the lesbian audience. Please read it, pass 
it on. (write for a copy? C.)....VWe started the mail order 
thing ‘as a service to isolated (and closet) lesbians--and have 
been more than a. little amazed at its mushrooming growth, Part 
of the reason...is that we don't charge anything for the book- 
list-we absorb the printing & postage costs. (Although a 

future ad in MS classified will ask people. to send a 13¢ stamp. 
" Also enclosed is a small check toward pringing of the FBN. 

Maybe you should charge" sulseriptionec avs. (Have no fear, Sub. 
info eoming in the next newsletter'.), i 

Any chance you could pring a copmlete, list. of. all. 
the women's bookstore you know of? (YEP, give us a couple 
issues for our address list to stablize, and we'll do it.) 

I almost threw a party when I heard PaTIENCE: AND SARAH 
is being reprinted. ,, I would a AG a party if it had b 
been by a feminist press!!! 

Does anybody know of HS ior ahs i Ponte abo ted ales of ¢ 
books besides WIND? (Someplace else in these)pages if a list 
of distributers, but none of them overlap, C) Or does.anybody 
know anybody who could go to.Wash. DC ‘or:whé6 IS in: Wash, DC w 

who could give the women at WIND some basic lessons in writing 
invoices-packing what you write on the invoice, writing what 
you pac= and taking" percentages, Does anybody" else have this 
problem w/ WIND or is it just me? (It isn't: just you. At &he 
WIP ‘conf. thére ‘were lots of ‘complaints. WIND said they. were. 
doing ‘4 new’ "bookkeeping system, new paperwork organteatien, o; 
faster Shipping; ete, I-think that they are really working . 

on the bugs. ...but still OVT's ‘last shipment had damaged. ie 
books from" inadequate’ packing. They were dare; bait I haven't 

done anythiha about it yet....C.) ~~. 
Would be interested in knowing where HC hive 

placed ads. that have gotten results, IE is it worth it to put 
an add in the ‘local Testablis shment" daily paper? or even just 
on Sundays? I Still ‘meet women who come in here and say"I 
neve r knew this place was here" after over 1 1/2 years of 
exixtance. (That happens at ICI-A woman's Place in Siktand 

after 5 years, too. C.) 5 
ps ‘Take care, my firends ‘In Womanstrenght, 

Fry lioohyean Wovarisplace LRP ey; Ariz, 

OS East Fifth St. yor 

Dear FBN 

it. Was interesting to ‘get. your first issue and. im ‘par— 

ticularly looking forward to -the 7 page list .of lesbian . titles 

--the sweat coming bookstore carries ‘only lesbian books from 

inly women! $ presses=-an experiment in culture and economics 

--and is ih a’ lesbian=only space.’ as’ soon as you know sub. 

costs, we'll be ‘glad to subscribe and i would like for us to’ 

remain on your mailing list. but please know that it offends 

some of us out here that you give space to bloks that make



male/mutant culture strong simply because they're in spanish, 
iies.(Para. on books omitted ‘and included later) 
thanks, and much luck and success. 
the godess in me embraces the goddesses in you 
elana dykewoman lesbian gardens bookstore, northampton, mass. 

Dear Elana...can you be more specific about how the Spanish 
titles offedded you at Igb? Ve didn't include the books just 
because they were in spanish, but because they fit someone's 
criteria for feminish books or else were books that make woman's 
lives easier. How to decide what to carry is a continueing 
issue for us all....this newsletter is a good place for a lot 
of that discussion to happen....Carol : Ve: Su 

Dear Carol, ’ “; 
, A couple of quick comments (ie feedback) on the bookstore 

newsletter, 
First off, I do think that typing, punctuation, spelling 

& grammer are important.No, not because it all reflects the 
person who is writing...but because how a thing is presented 
makes a difference in how it is interpreted. That's my own 
particular eccentricity; comes from having been a editor. 
(Paula of OWT and Jesse at Rising Women said much the same thing 
-=s0o I'm shooting for a compromise--C.) At any rate, I will 
volunteer to type the next issue if you like. 

Gauuugh! You're using first class postage!? (Checking 
out the bulk permit idea-C)....Is it at all possible to do 
some other kind of production besides stencil/mimeo? Photo- 
offset? Xeroxing even? 

So much for the gripes....I am terribly impressed that 
you got the newsletter cut as quickly as you did, especially 
by yourself (It wasn't by myself--André and I did it together. 
C.) Uhat with trying to get a bookstore open and all.... 
whew) ....I am hereby volunteering to do shitwork on the 
next issue. Yes, truly, if I am needed. 

I am three-quarters asleep, which is why this reads like 
an itemized grocery list, so I shall quit.....Blessings 

Lyndall, Full Moon, San Francisco. 

Dear Carol and Andre, 

.....Reactions: Wonderful! to receive first issue of FBN- 
you, we really did make it happen (I admit to having had my 

doubts in Omaha that the enthusiasm, energy and support 
would carry over distances and time-glad to be wrong.) 

«...Vomanbooks lived through 3 burglaries and 1 robbery 
within three weeks one awful 3 weeks in July a year age. Ve 
were probably in a better position to absorb it financially 
but the emotional devastation is the same. Supporti e hugs of 
strength to Andre, Jesse and a%l the women at Rising Woman 
Books.
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Does anyone know if coprehensive list of women's book- 
storesexists now or is in process of preparation? (give us 
2 months--C.) Ve participate in a distribution cluster of 
women publishers and periodicals (including Out and Out Books 
Violet Press, Light, dtc) that was given $5000 by the Coordin- 
ating Council’ of Leterary lagazines tc cooperativesly distrib 

-bute their products. In additon to pruchasing mailing lists, 
‘organizing poetry readings, possible joint central: processing 

-" of mail orders ect is the desire and need to contact women's 
 booksotres abput their ‘gooks, hence does list exist? "Oh, 1 
should probably. say it is a very local regional: cluster, 

“hopefully evolving into prototype for .future- others. -~ 
....Vomanbooks is awaiting their (Firts things First & 

Feminist Book Mart)response before making decision on whether 
or not to do a catalog. 

Ye still haven't received those Spanish Das foo Larbusse, 
Karyn, Vomanbooks, Be 

0 Pehl RA WES? 5 ge Gis Ei 
IE LT 

“MOTHER RIGHT opened. iipgad FA Hr) same SS as ola: Wives 
‘Tales, and, only a few miles.apart! friends who.came to ithe 

“from Adnta, Cruz told us about her} hooray! Address: 
3 e., Santa, Crua,. Ca, -96062 Gefen 

1 ¥ AN UPDATE... : ; Arps ¢ Taps \ i 
1 Wain Fos hele; found a. new Siocs Elon i660 item; Santa’ Rosa, 
GA 95403. . Though: there has : ‘beén ‘an escrow holdup, ‘we hope to open our 
new store on December 1. The place is pretty pif (with separate space for 

; Our, Aledaling library): and:very-eheap: fo. FY 
We'd like to thank all of: you whe have written’ to express your concern and 

a A rig special, thanks to-0ldiWives' Tales and New Words women. 
Our, collective is: ‘expanding from three to eight’ “women- of varying ¢ommitments, 
In making. ‘this transition we gee. the use of :¢ériticism- and’ self/criticism 
as vital to our clarity; and growth.” We. are working to. ‘incrédse our under= 
standing of. this tool and. to apply! #t to our ‘daily 
Love from. Andre, . for the Rising oman Books Colle £4, 3, 

Expenses, Vol 'I'#1: + ' = Déar Ever ribody, ; , 
paper $ 1.87 Three things to squeeze nto this ey spaces 
stencils 3,92 1) We're assuming we'll zat: «cheaper, as we ‘Bet 
ink Te d5" ' more experience, 2) Our. understanding. ds: “that. >this 
postage” 17.05 eT newsletter is for {Ome owned, feminist bookstores 

. phone ; = pus (and Book closets) ‘Are ‘wer orrect? . 3) Please. send 
‘transps * Y das mich’ ordering info. (4; scounts, | %s minimun. order, 

Hours ifr:+1+"'§ “address) as possibley . Also opinions about books! 
Hougs iy, ey " Thanks and mich lovey = 7... 2 SHH DW 
Taal Sc “Andre and Carol Ci Se, 5 

$120.60 °



NATIVE AMERICAN VONEN 
(everybody, please check this list against your stock, 

and see what you have that isn't. on this list and send it in 
‘for the next newsletter. that goes. for: the other: Kote too.) 

- INDIAN: WOIEN oF THE VESTERN HICRNING john and Donna Terrell, 
Doubleday 2.95 

AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN Hawthorne, cloth 5.95 
BCBBIE LEE: INDIAN REBEL-STRUGGLES OF RATING  CANADLAN- WOMEN 

EE E08: 575% Libera an Suppor llovement 

O Box 756 Berkeley, Ca. 94701 40 
PO Box 673, Brooklyn 11202 Ls 
PC Box 94333 Richmond, BC Canada VEY 2AS8 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DELFINA CUEROC,, walki liuseum Press,dgistr., by 
Dawson's Book Shop 3.50 535 N. Larchmont, LA, Ca 90004 

THE OJIBVA VOMAN Ruth Landes, Norton 2.25 ; 3 
PRETTY-SHIELD-IEDICINE OMAN OF THE CROVS- Frank Linderman, 

U. of Neb, Pr 2.45 (901 17th St, 313 ay Hall, Lincoln 
lincoln, Neb. 63508) 

Mountain Hold Homan~ Sister of Crashing Thunder-Autobiongaphy 
of a Winnebago Indian-Nancy Lurie, ed, U of ilich Pr 2.25 
(615 Fast University, ann Arbor, Mi. 42106) 

(all the above. books. from Womambooks) 

BLACK WOMEN 

SOJOURNER TRUTH, NARRATIVE AND BOOX OF LIFE Johnson Pub. Co. 
820 So. Mich. 4ve., Chicago, I1 60605 $4.50 Retail: 
nice hardcover 40% discount on 5 or more 

DUST TRACKS CN THE ROAD (autobiography) and JONAH'"S GOURD VINE 
(fiction) Zora Neale Hurston paperbacks from: Lippincott 

PASSING and QUICKSAND S(fictoon) Nella Larsen from facmillan 
KEEPING THE FAITH Pat Crutchfield Exum, writings by contempora 

ary Black American Vomen, Fawcett 
I AM A BLACK WOMAN (poetry) lari Evans from Marrow 
(from New Vords, Cambridge) 

JUBILEE fiction Marsares Valker 1.50 ak dh 
THIS CHILDS GONNi LIVE fiction. Sarah E.Vright 1. 25 D:11 
OSSIE autobiography 1.25 Bant _.-. 
BLACK TOMEN IN WHITE AMERICA herstory, ‘Vintage 3] 95 

THE BLACK WOMAN an ‘anthology 1:50.: irrow 
Chosen P1aCE, THE TIMELESS PEOPLE fiction, paule Marshall Avon 
BLUEST EYE fiction Toni Morrison Pocket. 1.50 

" SULA fiction Toni Morrison Bantam 1.5 

[=



Young Vomen & Youth Liberation Booklist 
(this is a compination of a list that I drew up and some 

additions from Youth Liberation in Ann Arbor) 
YOUTH LAV HANDBOGK Yardbird Publishing, av. ail, Bookpeople 2.00 
SEXISI IN” SCHOOL AND. SCCIETY .Harper-Row 4.65 
UNDER 21 Dell .75 
GROVING UP FELHALE IN AMERICA Dell 1.50 nV 4 
OTHER CHOICES FOR BECOMING 4 WOMAN Dell 1.25 (Not such a great 

book, ) — To 
THE YCUNG WOLILN"S BUIDE TO LIBERATIONS Pegasus/ Bobbs-lierril % 

5.00 
STRONG FVOLIEN (bibliography for HS classrooms) Feminist Pr 1. 
DAUGHTERS IN HIGH SCHOOL Daughters 
MALE AND FEIALE UNDER 18 Avon 1.50 
Youth Liberation Times Change Pr. (order thru Monthly Revies 

press) 1.75 : 
WHY LM I SC MISERABLE IF THSE ARE THE BEST YEARS OF iY LIFE 

cloth Lippincott 6.95 EXCELLENT Boba sections on lesbianism, 
sexism, etc, 

HIGH SCHOCL OMEN! S LIBERATION and GROWING" up GAY, FPS MAGAZINE 
and more pamphlets from Youth Liberation. Al1 are excellent 
addrass below. : 

BIRTHRIGHTS = MacMillan 6, 
CHILDREN'S LIBERATION Sates 2.45 
ESCAPE FROM CHILDHCOD Duttan |. 
CHILDREN'S RIGHTS Adams et al Praeger 2.95 

YOUTH LIBERATION 
.2007 Vlashtéenaw , oo 
‘Ann Arbor, liich ' 48104 

DISITTRUIONS -- 

wou EN IN DISTRIBUTION-central distribution for MANY MANY 
women's shall’ presses. 4s yet they don't always have 
complete lines...most of their items can be ordered direct 
from the publishers.,.wonderful catalogue PO Box 8858 
Wahington BC 20003 

AMAZON REALITY much smaller. wonderful books & Bodie 
PQ ‘Box 95 Eugene Ore, 97401 

OLD LADY BLUE JEANS'an experiment in other ways of ‘publishing 
and distribution by us local dykes' distribution to 
women only, PO Box'515, Nofrthampton, liass. 010860 

BOOKPECPLE~-not a women, owned or operated distributor, but 
they carry many women's books (Loving {omen, Canadian 
Vomen's Ed. Fr. and more) get their catalogue if you 
don't already have it. I'm pretty sure they ship 
nationally toll free # for orders-800-227-1516/1517



BOCKPECPLE, con't. - 2940. 7th St. Berkely, Ca. 

CHINA BOOKS mostly Books and posters from China's foreign 
Language Press--some are about. women, also a few other 

--titles .on international women from other -presses. 
Get their Spanish catalogue, too. HA om £5 FEOPLE'S PRESS 2580 .21st St. San Francisco 942105 Terms are ee Bf and 60 days consignment, 

Far | NZV TITLES 

MaSTURBATICN/A WCWAN"S HANDBOOK jane Wallace 3.95 avail thru Bookpeople (Sorry I didh't get the publisher;;.) ‘THE LONGEST REVOLUTICN. new newspaper, it alternates issues 
“i With the CWSS (Center for Women's ‘Studies & Services) 

bulletin. . No info yet on bulk rates first issue is free. 908 F St. San Diego, Ca 92101 
‘LESBIAN BODY is now in paperback. Avon 1.75 

© WOMEN IN. US HISTORY an annotated bibliographyby. the Common 
+. 7 Voman Collective, 5 Upland Rd. Cambridge, Hass 02140 
petail $2.00 ft xiv ¥, net 
WOMEN LOOX AT PSYCHIATRY ed Smith and David. Press Gang 

Ci publishers 821 E. Hastings St. Vancouver, BC Canada $4.00 
*° ThE STORS.OF AN AFRICAN FARM by Olive Schriener is coming out 

©" in paper from Schocken t cry I : 
RANDOil HOUSE Is remaindering CRINE ON HER MIND 50¢ and A SHALL 
°. PERSONAL VOICE $1.00, (those are RETAIL prices, sisters!) 

i © minimum order is 10 books, you get them at 40% 
"THEY WILL KNCW ME BY iY TEETH Elana Dykewoman :$3.50 40% on 
or 10 or wore copies, postage paid on prepaid.orders, pub 

by llegaera Press but Distr. by 01d Lady Blue Jeans. they 
want the book to go to women only. (This disn't a new 
book, but like some others here, it's listed casue every- one doens't know about it.) 

LINDA SHEAR?/A LESBIAN PORTRAIT record album. used to be on tape. LS was a founder of the “family of women Badn/ chicag .0, 
Write to Cld Lady BJ for price and discount. 

MARGIE ADAMS new album is being distributed by WIND. Postcards 
are out sa ying it's now available, 

OLIVIA S new Berkeley Women's lfusic Collective and BeBe K'Roahe 
albums are out nad the Judy Grahn/Pat Parker one is due 
an y minute. I also just heard that lieg Christian is 
going to record a secone album. Next Year? 

LA MUJER: EXPLORACION, LUCHa, LIBERACTION can be ordered from: 
Editorial Nuestro Tiempo, SA, Avenida Copico 300 , 
Locales 6 y7, Mexico 20 D. F. 

O1lIVE OIL IN COIMONSENSE AND SELF DEFENSE $1.00 Comic book 
from Meechee Dojo, 1809 E. Lake St., Minneapolis, Minn 
55407 also T-shirts Women's Patrol is alive and well, 
VP can save the world, WP is lemonade on a hot day, 
And Spinach is a Crutch 

FEMALE CONTRACTIONS Nadira Surari. Poetry in English by a 
woman from Jordan."about Arab women versus the hypocrisy 
of ilisogynists." Vomanspace/ tempe says the book is



i 
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FEMALE CONTRADICTIONS con't. well designed, the author is 
‘very well educated, and there's a haunting (but very tradition’ 

- type) photograph’ of the author in the back cover. Ob yes~--& 
illustrated with ‘ink drawings... Will appeal mostly to straight 
women," price 600 fils. order fron Dr..Nadira Sururi, POB 3206, 
Jabal ammon-ammon-,, Jordan 

FIRST DO NO HARM Natalee S. Greenfield cloth $7.95. Story of 
her daughter's death at 25 from breast cancer accelerated 
by the estrogen in birth control pills & the woman's fight 
against those who were responsible. Two Continents Pub. 
30 East 42 St. NY; NY 10017. i 

i POETRY FRON VIOLENCE "Poems collected Lge the ‘SF ‘¢éonference 
on violence. Plexus reviewed it as being as fine as the 
WOMAN TO VOMAN collection from. .the Women's Press Collective. 
Bookstores here get the book for $2 and sell for $3. I 
don't know if they're ready for national distribution, 
but they should! Write apd ask for it, ‘Single copies 

) avil at $2, I ‘think. write to Allie Light, 264 Arbor, SF, 
PROFILE ON THE MEXICAN AMERICAN WOMAN Martha ~~ Cotera paper 

$3. from National Zducational Laboratory Publishers, 
813 Airport Blvd. Austin Tex. 78702 

FOR THEIR TRIUMPHS AND FOR THEIR TEARS: VOMEN IN APARTHEID 
SG, AFRICA Hilda Bernstein 1975 HS Fry illustrated, 
~(sorry, I lost the price, about 4 or 5%, I'think. 33% 
discount. "Shows how women have suffered from the cruel 
ties imposed by’ the apartheid system--and how they have r 

“resisted. " an gincredible book! from Information Dept., 
International Defence and Aid Fundk 104 Newgate st., 
London: "ol Ask tobe: Hilded; They travel seamdl. and 
seem’ tg take forever i 

or CAPTOALTAL, ‘m0 ALT HY AID PERSO NAL LIFE by Eli Zaretski 
ean to “REALLY have been written by his wife) 
S159 available for 2.95 from ‘Harper Row ea 

wal’ io more than the dild sercewy i ,. . 

JADE. AND. SARSAPARTILA another new slbum, , this one has some 
songs. and back-up, by men, swrite for bulk rates 
Submaureen Records, box Lu Hyannigport,. Mass 02647 

“CM LOOKING FOR SOME LONG TIME FRIENDS album/Ginnt Clemmens 

; door reco¥ds’ 6403 N, Bell, Chicago, Ill 60645 

CORRE TCT ION § Juste Eound out (40 minutes A428, That Judy & Pat's 
record is out! 

not new, but I just Found ‘about about it... jpen 

Two D8oRPEAERLE is rea 
DO NO HARI Si 

: House’ Rep. , ,lftio 

1 generous vi/ readers’ copies off FIRST 
otis our Haprer-Row Rep, .. and our Random 

else? Keep those libraries growing!



The following is a list of titles that can be placed in the "lesbian section” of a 
bookstore. Since there is endless controversy over what is a lesbian book and 
what is not, included here is every title in print that is known to me, and 1 
leave it to each individual bookstore to decide upon the particular politics it 
wishes to represent, The lesbian naterial here ranges from the very blatant to 
the very subtle, from major to minor, fron good to bad -- and includes gay, 
straight, bi-sexual, and female and male authors. Although there are 136 titles 
here, this compilation is by no means complete; additional titles would be ap- 
prciated. Books are listed in alphabetical order by title, following is the 
av “or, publisher, and price. Many of the books can and should be cross-shelved 
(not many women would think to lock for a biography of Carson McCullers in the 
lesbian section.) Those books are hempked *, and a second possible section is 
given in parenthesis. 

Lyndall Cowan 
Full Moon Bookstore 

San Francisco 

October, 1976 

After You're Qut, ed Karla Jay & Allen Young, Links Books; #4. 9 

Against the Season, Jane Rule, Manor Books, $1.25 (fiction) 

Amaranth, Terry Ryan, Druid Heizats Books, $3.25 (poetry) 

Anazen Expedition, Phyllis Birkby, ed., Times Cahunge Press, $2. 25 

‘Amazon Odyssey, Ti-frnce Atkinson, Links Books, $4.95 (political theory) 
© Amazon Poetry, Elly Bulkin & Joan Tarkin, eds., Out & Lut, $1.50 (Poeley) 

Ack No Man Pardon, Elsa Gidlow, Druid Heights Books, $1.25 

Assaults and Ri ituals, Sandy Boucher, Mama's Press, $2.50 (short stories) 
Albertine Sarrazin (check with Everyworien's Bookstore, San Rafael, Ca.) 

* Ballad and the Source, Resamund Lehman, Harvest, $3.95 (fiction) 
X - * Ballad of the Sad Cafe, Carson McCullers, Bantam, $1.25 (short stories) 

* Between Me and Life, Meryle Secrest, Coubleday, $11.95 5 (biography) 
* Burn This and Memorize Yourself, Alta, Times change Press, $.50 (poetry) 
* Chameleon, Carole Graham, Hot Water Press, $2.00 (poetry) 
* Charmed Circle, James R. Mellow, Avon, $2.45 (biography) 
* Child of Myself, Pat Parker, Women's Press Collective, $1.50 (poetry) 
* Colette: The Difficulty of Loving, Margaret Crosland, Dell, $1.25 (crit.) 
* Combat in the Erogenous zone, Ingrid Bengis, Bantan, $1.95 (non-Fiction) 

Come Out Comix, Mary Wings, Jack Rabbit Press, $.75 

Complete Poerg of Emily Dickinson, ed., T.0. Johnson, Little & Brown $6.95 (poetry)



tos, wune Arnold, Daughters, Inc., $3.00 Cook and The Carne 

Crossing the DMZ, Martha Shelley, Women's Press Collective, $1.50 (poetry) 

Sy #5,00 Cytherea's Breath, Sarah Aldridge, Naiad Pre 5 

Dear Sky, Susan Griffin, Shameless Hussy, %.85 (poetry) 

The Devil's Hand, Edith Kelley, Popular Library, $1.50 (fiction) 
Diary of Anais Nin, Vol. I, Anais Nin, Harvest, $2.95 (autobiogrpahy) 
Dusty Answer, Rosamund Lehman, Harvest, $3.95 (fiction) 

Dyke Jacket, Iran Winant; Violet Press, $3.00 (ooctry) 

Earthly Paradise, Colette/Robert Phelps, Penguin, $4.50 (biography) Larthly Paradise g I 
Eating Artichokes, Willyce Kim, Women's Press Collective, $1.75 (poetry) 

Edward the Dyke, Judy Grahn, Women's Press Gollécti e, $1.50 (poetry) 

Flying, Kate Millett, Baliantine, $2.25 (autobiography) 

The Fox, D.H.. Lawrence, Bantam, $.95 (fiction) 

From The Closets to the Courts, Ruth Simpson, Viking, $7.95 ($6.95?) 
From Time to Time, Hannah Tillich, Stein & Day, $1.95 
The Fur Person, May Sarton, Signet, $.95 (fiction) 

Fernhurst, Q.E.D., And Other Writing 

The Group, Mary McCarthy; Signet, $1.25 (fiction) 

Gullibles Travels, Jill Johnston, Links, $4.96 

On, Carole MaCauley, Dau ters, Inc. $4.00: (fiction) 

House of Incest, Anais Nin, Swallow, $71.50 (Fiction) 
In Her Day, Rita Mae Brown, Daughters; Inc,, $4.50 

Journal of a Solitude, May Sarton, Norton (check with I.C.I. A Woman's Place) 

Journeys on the Living 

La Batarde, Violette Leduc, Panther, $2.95 (fiction) 
Ladders to Fire, Anais Nin, Swallow, $2.75 (fiction) 

The Indies Almanack, Djuna Barnes, Harper & Row, $5.95 

Ladies of Tlanzollen, Elizabeth Mavor, Penguin, $2.50 (biogranhy) £4 

The Legacy, Sybille Bedford, Ecco, $3.95 (fiction) = i8 stl] 8g | . ? ? 

The Lavendar Herring, Diana Press (due out Oct. 31) 

The Lenn ¥, Sonya Jones, Vanity Press, $3.95 (fiction) 
Lesbiana, Barbara Grier, Naiad Press (due out Oct 31) 

ys Gertrude Stein, Liveripght, $3.45 (fict. ) 

Zs Lynda Koolish, Women's Pross Collective, $2.00 (poetry)



The Lesbian Body, Monique Wittig, Morrow, $5.95 (pbk Avon, Nov.) 

Lesbian Images, Jane Rule, Pocket, #1,95 

The Lesbion in Literature, Gene Damon, et. .al., The Ladder, $7.00 (bibliography) 
Lesbian Lives, Diana Press (due out Oct. 31) 

Lesbian Myth, Bettie Wysor, Random House (check with Everywoman's, San Rafael) 
Lesbian Nation, Jill Johnston, Touchstone , $2.95 

The Lesbian Reader, ed., Gina Covina & Laurel Calana, Amazon Press, $4.50 
The Lesbians Home Journal, Diana Press (due out Oct. 31) 

Lesbian Speak Out, Women's Press Collective, $3.00 (poetry) 

Lesbian/oman, Del Martin & Phyllis Lyon, Bantam, {$1.50 
Les Guerilleres, Monique Wittig, Avon, $1.65 

Letters to Women, Alta, Shameless Hussy, $.50 (poetry) 
Let Them be Said, Susan Griffin, Shameless Hussy, $1.85 (poetry) 
The Lonely Hunter, Virginia Carr, Anchor, $5.95 (biography) 
Love Between Women, Charlotte Wolff, Harper, $2.45 

Lover, Bertha Harris, Daughters, Inc., $4.50 

Loving Her, Ann Schockley, Bobbs-Merrill, $6.95 (fiction) 
Loving Women, Nomadic Sisters, $3.50 

Loving Women/Loving Men, Sally Gearhart & Bill Johnson, Glide, $6.95 

The Middle Mist, Mary Renault, Popular Tibrary, $1.50 

Miss Pym Disposes, Josephine Tey, Berkeley Medallion, $.95 (mystery) 
Monster, Robin Morgan, Random, $1.95 

Mrs. Dalloway, Virginia Woolf, Harvest, $2.25 (fiction) 

Mrs. Stevens Hears the Mermaids Binging, May Sarton, Norton, $2.45 (fiction) 
Nightwood, Djuna Barnes, New Directions, $7.75 (fiction) 
No Lies, No More, Not Now, D. Pat Mattie, $2.00 (poetry) 
The Onoponax, Monique Wittig, Daughters, Inc., $4.50 

Orlando, Virginia Woolf, Harvest, $2.25 (fiction) 
The Other Woman, Colette, Bobbs-Merrill, 51,25 (short stories) 
Paris Was Yesterday, Janet Flanner, Popular Library, $1.75 (biography) 
Patience and Sarah, Isabel Miller, Fawcett, $1.50 
Pit Stop, Pat Parker, Women's Press Collective, $1.50 (poetry) 
Portrait of a Marriage, Nigel Nicholson, Bantam, $1.95 (biography) 
Promise of Love, Mary Renault, Pyramid, $7.50 (fiction) 
The Pure and the Impure, Colette, Noonday, $2.95 
Radelyffe Hall at the Well of Loneliness, Lovat Dickson (check with I.C.T.) 



~~ 

Wonen Loving Women, Marie Kuda, WomanPress, $1.50(Bibliogrphy) 

Women Loving, Women Writing, Woman Press, $3.95 

Worien Remembered, Nancy Myron & Charlotte Bunch, eds., Diana, $2.25 

A World of Tight, May Sarton, Horton 

The World Split Open, Louise Bernikow, ed., Vintage, $3.95 (yoetry) 
Yesterday's Lessons, Sharon Isabel, Women's press Collective, $4.00 
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